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Does College Pay? Wage Rates before.and After Leaving -School'

The greater the educational attainment of yroIng men and women, the higher their starting wage rates, according

to career-data collected from 1972 to 1979 by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Young men and Women

ot all educational levels teceive wage rate ojcreases when eel/ leave school, &ugh-some increases are larger then other:
After graduating from college, the wage rates of young women quickly Latch up to ahd overtake those of their female high

school classmates who did not attend college. In contrast, the wage ,rates of young_Men who did not attend college remain

higher than their college-educated classmates for at least eight years after high school. However, within every educational !ev&

and age group, young women earned less per hour than comparable young men.

These are some of the findings of the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS 72).

the Center's first study to follow the progress of young people as-they move from high school to take on adult roies. The

NLS-72 sample of 23,451 young adults representt the twelfth grade U.S. population in 1972. Questionnaires fielded in

1972 and in four followup surveys (the last in 1979) asked, among other things, about educational attainments and labor

market experiences over the 7 years since 1972. NLS72 data provide an overview of the wages of young adults as they Pass

through and leave the Nation's school systems.

For many young people and their families, ari iMportant motivation for furthenng their education is the imprOved

chances for,promotion and salary increases. The Increased productive 'capacity of educated persons is afso an impo tant

e-reason, though not the Only one, for the existenc of public and private student financial aitt programs.' Economic Fes arch

on human 9prtal has portrayed the distribution of earnings by age, and educational guayficatiork2 but empirical work in

this area has focused on the mid:life years, after the transitioo from school to work. This bulletin graphically portrays several

aspects of the careers of young men end women who make different choices about their education. the reduced earnings

capacity of those in college, the crossover point When the wages of th`e college educated catch p to those with no higher
education, and the,wage increases that Come With age and experience after leaving high school or college.

The Croi'sover Point in Wage Rates
^a

ts.

Students who work while in school generally take part-time jobs that pay less per hour than they could earn had
they chosen to leave school and work full time. After leaving high school or eollege, the wage rates of those with more

education catch up to and, after a few yearsovertake those with less education. The career"Patterns of earnings by eduea

tional level are generally quite similar for young men and women, however. vomen earn less than men at each ageand educa

Donal level, For example, young men with high school diplomas but no college start at much nighet wage rates than young

women of the same educational level (a median hourly wage rates of $4.71 compared to $176). Young men and women
also differ in the length of time it takes for those with college degrees to catch up to their non college peets

1 See Mark Blau% 1972, Cost.Benefn Analysis the Sociai Calcuius, Chapter 7 in An introduction to the Econotmcs of Education. Bahr

more Penguin Books

2 See, for example, Gary S. Becker, 1964, Human Capital A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis, With Special Referent* to "Vcetton
rind ed., 197511`few York- National Bureau of Economic Rhearch, Inc.

3 All wage rates in this bulletin are medians, ieported in constant 1980 dollars. NCES 82-238b



For women, the crossover po int When the wage rates of those with differing levels of educational attainment show'
. -

only minimal Al fierences occurs very soon after Lollege graduation, The wornen in the NLS.72 cohort showed a crossover

point in wage rates in 1976 When most of.them were 22 years old. In that yearethe wage rate of women with ne college waS

$4.2/ Perpour, of those, with less than...2 years of college was $461 per hour, of those with 2 years of college or more or a

2-year degree was $4.54, and of those with a bachelor's or advanced clegre was$4.72 per haw.

Eor men, the crossove'r point m earnins comes later, The men of the: NLS72 cohort showed a possible crossover

point in 1979 winp most of them were 25 years oki. In that year, the median hofuly wage rate of men with no college was

S7.06 per hour, of those with less than 2 years of coileee was $6.94 per hour, of those with 2 years of conege or more or a

2-year degree was $6.50, and of those with a bachelor') degree or more was $6.88. Data from 1980 and later years ace needed

to he sore that 197g vt,as definitely the crossover year-

The wage differences -aniong young men at the crossover point are v.ery stroll, as are the wage differences among

youngwomen. In order to Place these wage difiarences in the prot context, it is instructive to examine the dine path ot

wage rates tor men anti women in ditftilifferent eduCationdl gro ps. Figure 1 displays the*medianhourty wage rates of the
NLS-72' cohort members who were, workilig each year from 1972 to 1979, as they grew from 18 to 25 years old. For both

men and women, those who went to college ear ned,lower wages in the early years than did those of the same sex who did

pot go to coijege -But after age 21, when mo'st young people :Ina college, te wage iates of those Who earned bachelor's

or adva Iced degrees grew faster than did the ratvs of those uf the same aers with less college education. While the tkage rates

ot those who did not go to college also grew steadily wan age, this,growth was not rapid enough to keep them ahead of the

bachelor's degree holders after age 25.

The age-wage profiles in figure 1 show a rtaticeably different pattern for yoerng men arid women, rn that the wage

rates ot those men with college degrees at age 25 hao not yet deafly aurpasi'esf those of their male cohort who had not,

apended conege. In contrast, the collegeeducated.women had clearly surpdssed by age 23 those of their female cohort who

had not attended college. rhe source of this difference seems to Ire with theinon college group, because the college bound

men aria women show quite similar profiles. The non-coilege men start out earning more ($4.63 pel hour at age 18) thart,

either the nqn-college women ($3.73 per hour) br the bachelor's degree bound men ($337 per hbur)."Iri addition, the non
a college men increased their houriy wage rate by about 35 cents per hour each year over the next 7 years, while the non

college women increased their hourly earnings only 12 cents per how per year during the same period.

The Transition from Schoen to Work
. s

. The above interpretanon of the age-waee prizilles in figuie 1 relies on the standard pattern of school attendance

tuil time school for the required number of years, followed by full-tinie,.wock. But a number of young men and women

fail w tollow this standard pattern. They may enter college late, drocUut and return, attend part time, oi fail to make

sufticlent academia progress to graduate with their classmates. For exatnple, while the avelage time of leaving school fd

NLS,72 young men was the spring of 1976, the stanc,tard devotion of this avthage was about 22 months, indicating at

t- about two-thirds of these men left school (completed or.-not) between the fan of 1973 and the (an of 1976. The age-w e

profiles in figure 1 mix together different prdportions of students and norestudents 4 n calculating the median nourly wages

at each age.
,

The wage rates of students and non-stuaents have been separated in figure 2 by changing the definition bf.the

honzontll axis from age to, the number of years before or since leZng school. In these profiles, the zero point o the

horizontal axis is the individual's last year in school, the positive numbers are the number of years since the person left

school, and the negative numbers are the number of years ieft before the person will leave school (known with the hind-

sight of N LS-72 career,data).

The increase in wage rates that occurs upon leaving school is clearly apparent in figure 2. For both men and woinen,

those who enrolled in higher education received higher wage rates when they left school, and the greater their educational

attainment, the larger their starting wage rate. While the career patterns of wage rates by educational level.are quite similare

women earn less than men at each point in tneir Careers. For men, the starting 'fudge rate of those with no college vizas $4 71

per hour; wrth less than 2 years of cVlege;$5.13, with 2 years of college or more or a 2 year dearee, $5 56. with a bachelor's

aegree, $5 96; and with an advanced degree. $6.98 For women, the corresponthng starting Wage rates were $3.76, $4 13,

$4.54, $5.24, and $6,60, respectively.These waga comparisons show that the earnings ljap between the 'sexes is reduced

at higher levels of education. Other research tri the econonucs of edocation4 'has shown (using cross sectional, rather than

4 Giora Hanoch, 1941, "An economic analysis of eatiTings. and schuolitin," Journal of Human Rosourcos 2(FaIl) .310-329



Figurq 1, Median,wages, by aiia for 1972 higkschool seniors with various 1979 educational attainments
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Flours 2. Median wages b.for. ar;d after leaving higher edueltion for 1972 high school seniors with various 1979 educationel
, attainments
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lorvetu(Jinal data) that the wage rates of the more educated adults grow fasts.: than those of the less-educated after they

reeve school However, the. observed portion of the careers of the 14LS 72 cohort members, especially &rose who went td

c011ege, is too short to make such an-assessment.

. Conclusion ,. / ,
The wage histOries uf 1972 high school spoors from ail olier the linit'eCi States demonstrate the dynamic nature of

the relationship between schooling and wage rates. While pi school, young people work -for lower hourly pay than they
. .

could getlwere they not in school, when they leave h u iigh school or college, the starting wage rate s higher the more schooling
they have co'mpleted. Promotions and'wage increases come to youog people over a Lardy long period of time as a rdsolt of

. truth 'work experience and educational achievement, The NLS 72 data show the advan.tages of work exp rience for men,
.it takes-several Nears for the wage rates of college-educated men to eqqal tf)e wage rates of men who did n t go to college.

The advantages of work -experience are less for women, the wage rates of college eçjuc.ted women surpass those of their
noncollege peers shortly after graduation. Both schooling and experier ce are insufffcent to close the gap In wage rates.-
between men and women. Over the long term for both men and women, the financial returns of a college education may

.. repay the actual costs of schooling Ss'well as the wages lust by not working.during the`college years. The NLS 72 wage
Instoires up to age 25 show that college.,probably does pay for young women, but it is too early to say the rme for young

. men i-'
14

Limitationl of the Data
, 4 .

-. . .,
Basic dew in the National Lonyitodinal*Study of 'the High School Class of 1972 were supplied by 16,683 seniors

in the 1972 Base Year survey, by 211150 in the 1973 First Follow up survey (including 5,670 who did not participate in the
base year), by 20,872 in the 1974 Second Follow up survey, by 2G,092 in the 1976 Third Follow up Survey, and bv 18,630
in the 1979 Fourth Follow-up survey. Thrs bulletin is based on the respooses of die 17,366 respondents to all four followup
surveys. It is possible that the educational ,aiid labor market experiences uf this-group were different 'from others jn their
senior class and from preceding and following senior classes. -

. x /

'Since the statistics Oresented are estimates derived from a samPle, they are subject to two koad kfl.ids of error.
sampling and non sampling. Non sampling errors arise (tom such sources as the/failure of some sample members to complete
the survey forms, the misinterpretation of questions, the inco,rect transcription of responses for'computer processing,
changes from one senior class to the next, and so on. Sampling errors Occur because the data were supplied by only a sample
of 1972 high school seniours, not the population of 1972 seniors throughout the United States./*

One of the iron sampling errors that could- potentially influence these findings is -non respotts% bias,- which refers
to the bias resulting hum systematic differences between those who respond and those who do not. The NLS-72 suffers
from a modest amount of sample attrition ovQr he years. of the 16,683 seniors who first participated in 1972, 94 percent,

. 93 percent, 8.9, percent, and 83 percent participated in the first, second, third, end fourth followup surveys, respectively,
and of the 21:350 former seniors who participated in 1973, 95 percent, 91 percent, ano 84 percent particrpated in the
second, third, and fourth followup surveys. With response rates as high as this, any non response bias should be relatively

' low.

The sample used irl this survey is one of a very large ciass of possible samples of the same size that could have been
selected. Estimates devved from different samples would differ from one another. The standard error of an estimate is a
mhasure f the precision with which n estimate from a particular sample approximates the yalue that would be obtained if

,data were.collected from the entire population instead of from âsample. -

Wage rates generally have a skewed distribution), with very few earning the lowest wage rates, most earning moderate
wage rates, arid many spread out uver a wide range of higher wage rates. The median .was chosen as a better summary statistic
than'the mean because it is less sensitive to a small number of very large wage rates than is the mean,

,
The stiodard errur of an estimated median depends on the form of the distyibution as well as the size of its base.

Ar. 'approximate method for measuring the reliability of a median is to determine an interval about the estimated median
S U ch that`therti is a stated degr'ee of confidence that the median based un the complete population would he within thai

..--
.nterval. The following procedure may be used to estimate,the 95 percent confidence limits of a median based on sample
data. Frst, the standard error of the median (the 50th percentile) can be determined from the formula, standard error(m)

1.2' 457'50T:, where n is the sample size and . is a factor used to adjust for the particular sample design used in the
NLS 72. Next, add tu arid subtract from 50 rcent, .96 times the value of the standard error just obtained. These values
are the upper and lower percentiles that contain thcN95 percent conedence interval. inally, convert percentiles to wabe rates
using the distribution of, hourly wage rates in each group defined by values of educational level and year, these values will

/ be the limits of the confidence interval. 4., ... ,--, ,

N.
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rates e converted from current t 1980 dollars fp? divAng by a ratio of each years Consumer Price Index
ICPII to the 198Q Co sumer Piice Index.4From .1972 to 1979, the CPt divisors were AS follows. .530,...551, 600, .667,
:714. 755, :807, and ;882.

Suppoiting bata for Graphic Paentations
- .

To facilitale legibility, the graphic presentation in figures 1 and 2 do not,contam mformation on the number of
..ases or the confidence tervais around the points on the graphs. The curved Imes between the points on the graphs were
interpolated and smouhd to a best fit defined by a spline procedure for- each set'of points. Points based on fewer than
55 cases were not plotted. I .

,

Tables 1 4 present the values of the medians plot4d in figures 1 and 2, t[le wage rates that r.onititute ithe upper
and tower 95 percent confidence,bounds for each median, and thp number of cases on which each statistic I's based. Since
the distribution of wage rates is skewed, the lower ponficlence bound is generally closer to the median than is the upper
bikand. The medians 41 each j.ell of the tables are base0 uniy on those individuals who reported being employed more than
1 hour ot work in an average week on the job. Those not working in any given category v;ere excluded.

r
FoiAtori I nformation

,

. .. ..0
lpformation about the Center's statistical program and a catalog of NCES publications may be obtained from:the .

Statistical Information Office, National Center for Education Statistics, 400 Maryland Avenue SW (Mail Stop 1001), Wash- .
ingtorr, D.C. 20202, telephone (301) 436-7900.

4



A

Table 1.--Median'houdy wage rates of,y3aung women by age and education
N

P Year am) age
..

-Bdwation level ,

n,

in 1979 at age 25
1972 I, 1973 .1974 1975 1976 1977

No college:-
Oonstant 1980 dollars

Upper bdUnd . . 3.74. 4.08 4:43 4.31 ' 4.38 4.70
piedian . . . . 3.73 . 4:07 A:33 4.24 .4.27 4.3.
Lower bound . 3.57 3.93 4.17 4.14 4..19 4,56
Namber,of cases.' 2.073 2294' 2312 2459. 2412 2684

Less than 2 years
of college:

Upper bound . 3.75 4.17 4.57. 4.49 4.73 4.95
Median . .". 3.67 4.08 4.42 4.47 4.61' 4.93
Lower bound . 3.54 4.03 4.37 4.39 4.53 4.73
Number of cases 910 1147 1234 1318 1305 1

2 years or rrore of
calege!
Upper bound
aledian . . . 3.48 .6610

4.32

4.16
4.49
4.47

4.72

4,54
4.96

c.--4.94

Lower'bound . , ,3.37 ,3.55.. 4.13 '4.30 4.38 i 4.79
Number of. cases 554 738 890 1072 1084 1268

BachelOr's degree:.

/Upper bcund . . 3.34 3.50 3.33 3.73 . 4.90 ,5.55.
Median_ . . . . 3.28 3.39 .3.32 3.51 4.72 5.10
Lower bound . . 3.13 3.27 3.31 , 3.40 4.59 5.27
Number of cases 559, 814 930, 1067 1469 .1901

-Advanced degree:
Upper bound 3.59 3.73 r 3.32 3.75 6.56
Median , 3.49 3.56 3.29 3.55 0:66 6.09
Lower bound . 3.02 3.17 3.19 3.26 4.17 f..49

_Number of, cases 59 . 80 97 109 -1'45 192

1978 1979

4.65 4.72
4.64 4.57
4.63 4.52
2757 2817

5:01 5.18%.

4.94, '5.09

4.82 . 4.94

1484 1473

5.32 5.64

v'5.11 5.36
4.94 5.10
1285 1299

5.93 4..6.24

553 6.06
5.57 5.87

1940 1950
0

701
6.38

.7.39
6.99

6,19 6.40

205 212

Source U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Educaticm Statistics, unpublished tabuhttiuns hum the Natirmal Lungituthr
Study of the High-School Class of 1972,

A



1liarthourly wage rates at young men by age and education

Education level s
in 19'79 at age 25
A

lp college:A ,

Upper. bound . .
Med.i,an . .
Lower boUnd .
Minter of cases

Less than 2 years
of college:

. Upper bound ...
tan . . .

,1...)wer bound .
Ntirther of cases

2 years or nore of
college:
Upper bound .
Median :

'Lower bounds,.
Number of. cases

Bachelor!s degree:
',Upper bound
'Median
tower bot..nd .
Nurber of cases

Advanced.degree:
Upper bound .
Pe'dian
Lower bound .
Number of cases

Year andk age

1972
.18

1973
19

1974 1975 1976 1977.,
20 21 22 3

1978
24

.1979
25

.
(

ccnsAnt 1980 dollars\
4.70 5.43 6.02, '.5.96 6.11 , 6.60 6. 61' 7.08
4.63 5..42 5. 83 5.-76 5.95 6. 59 6.49 7.06

.4.47 5.31 5.76 5.62 5.78 6.28 6.20 6.79
2139 2311 2511 2763 2796 2996 3049 3078

4-4.46 5.31 5.80 5.62 6.12 6.57 6.63
4.25 5.08 5.55 5. 62 5.88 6. 24 6.20 6.94
4.14 4.99 5.40 5.42 . 5.60 5.96 6.19 6: 75

1374 1015, 1216 1369 1390 1493 1525 1532

4.02 4.50 4.98 5.24 5.57 6.17 6.20 6.77
3.76 4:41, 4.88 5.06. 5.31 5.96 6. 20 6.50

I.
3:74 4.16 % 9.63 4.94 5.24, .5.79 6.19 6.30
801 '864 1062 12/22 1261 1475 1514 1535

3. 77i 3.97' 3499 4.06 5.25 6.2e 6.49 7.06
3.75 3.78 3.76 '3.75 5.08 5.96 6.20 6.86
3. 71 3/.63 3.66 3.73 4,89 5. 83 6.19 6.78
659 793 942 1066 1436,1 1946 -20D1 2035

3.77 4.43 4.24 4.35 5.65 6.56 7.63 7.68
3. 75 4.11 3.78 3.63 5. 22 6.26 6. 82 7.08
3.47 3.34 3.20 3.30 4.47, 5.58 6.20 6.70

61 76 83 105 147 201 20 227

So.rc. U S Dvdctrrnt of Ecli.c...thon. NjtJunal C'Qn1i21, fQl Edu(.31.0.1 Staln,t4c;, 1.1npublobeli tJbuidt.Qfe, fikon th.
ti-d- kisqh School. Clas.. of 1972



Table 3 -Median bowly wage rate5 of young woman in 1979 at a9e-25 bofone, and atter 't 1, edaation..11

leavulj

0.

Education level
in 1979 at age .25

'Years. before an-.1 ater
.

-4.6 -6 -2.6 -1.6 -0.6 0.4 1.4 2.4 3.4 4.4 .4 7.4.ftn*alosy.
Constant 1980

tblicalege: .
Upper band . . - - 3,76 3.76_ 3,77 4.16 4.44 4.19 4.41 4.73 4,65 4.67
Median . . . . - 3.31 3.61 3.7.6 ' 4.08 4.36 4.10 4.37 4.64 4.64 4.52
Intver bcold . ., - 3.00 3. 35 3. 76 4. 03 4. 2;! 4. )9 4.26 4.61 4.63 4.50
Nurber_ of cases 5 8 10 41 300 .2238 2318 2228 2266 2212 2358 2287 2032 .Less than 2 wars
of 'college:

. FtUpper tcund '-` - 4.U5 3.67 3.75 4. 24 4. 54 4.7 i 4.84
14.68

4. 96 5.09 .5.23 5.43
Medkar,' - 3.49 3.31, 3.65 4.13 4.46. 4.64 4.80 4.96 5.03 5.11
Lower bc..ind . = - ' 3.07 3.12 3.62 4.04 4.34 4.55 4.64 4.81 4.94 5.00Nurber of cases 16 23 35 101 513 1166 1136

.4.49
1094 1056 1027 '962 788 3652 wars or more of

college:
Upper bctild 4.09 3.50 3.71 3.74 3.87 4.68 4.97 5.24 5.36 5.65 5.5 6.03 6'. 78
Median . 3. 73 3.29 3.48 3.59 3.66 4.54 4.79 4.97 5.13 5.39 5.31 5.60 9-5.64
Louer 3.23 3.08 3.30 3.39 3.60 4.41 4.63 4..86 4.96 5.11 5.01 4.87 4,48Nutter o cases 72 131 201 395 631 984 970 897 782* 604 397 a 32Bachelor's ree: .. .
Upper , 3.45 3.39 3.53' 3.56 3.86 5.40 5.79 6.19. 6.38 7.13 - *Ow

Median 1. . 3. 35 3;31 3.33 3.46 3.74 5. 24 5. 70 5.89 6. 22 6. 7 - - NE,

Lower b6und . 3.28 3.18 3.31 3.33 i.70 5.06 5.57 5.70 6.06 r
..) '-' - 10

Nunber of cases 215 502 644 ---424- 1042 1656 1639 1470 1065 168 10 "iJ 1
Advanced degree:

14 -
I e

Upper bound . 3. 69 3.53 3.61 4.64 5, 88 7.09 7. 6,3 7.40 , 7.40 - ,
Median . . . . 3`.25 3.31 3.43 3.86 4.96, 6.60 7.14 6.86 6.58

-.c-..- - --
Lbwer bound . . 3.00 3.14 3.27 3.41 4.21 6.17 6.20 6.33 5. 33 - - - -

. Nurber of cases 44 65 72, 83 118 176 141 88 42 7 0
.V

, ,
i_. S Orp,oter7.nt rif E.Juco,c,n, l',44110n,t C.0-,!,-, to, , ',1C4TICarl S1.00,TICS, uor,,,t,),..,,-,,,i , 1, ru.. fnY ,t, 41 .0,-, it 01,7,11.0ffi,./
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LOA, 4 Merfrart b.m.01,, tab, younq mkri ni 1979 dt aw 25 before .nri after leaviny qrhool, by educational kvel

Education level
in 1979 at age 25

-4.6 -3.

Years be 1Dre au atter leavl

Fex i?oUrid . .
Wdian . . . . - -
fatover bound . . - -
Number -Of 'cases 8 14

Less than 2 years
of college:
Upf*r bound . . - -
Median . . . . - -
Tower bound . . - -
Number of cases 22 25

2 years or trore of
college:
Wiper boundr . . 4,47 4.51
Median, . . . . 4. 14 . 4. 12
rower bound 4 3, 75 3.76
tkriber of cases 115 116

Bachelor's degree:
Upper bould . .
Median . . . .
lo+0,er Wald . .
Nurrber of cases

Advanced degree:
tipper bound . .
Median ., . . .
rower bound .
Arber of cas

3. "7$ 3. 85
3. 71 3. 76
3.65 3, 73
296 531

4. 82 4.45
3. 66 3. 53
3,07 3.03

43 64

-2.6 . 6

6.26 4. 83 5:00
4. 83 4.49 4.76
3.97 3.76 4.47

34 91 376

5.28 4.29 4. 82
3. 80 3. 77 4. 58
3. 7 3; 75 4.17

6 133 554

4.48 4.42 4. 72
4. 15 4.17 4. 54
3.77 3.89 4.48
264 475 803

3.98 4. 28 4.63
3. 76 4.15 4.49
3. bb 3.96 4. 28
635 803 1061

4.59 5.30 i. 93
3. 75 4.52 5.15
3.311 3. 6,. 4. 11

60 101 131

0

Cona-4tant 1980 dollars

4 75 5. 62
4. 71 5.44
4.70 5.43
2225 2311

5,32 5.87
511 5.66
4.98 5. 51
1100 1104

5.72 6.04
5. 56 5. 84
5.34 5. 62
Ufl 1090

6.16
R.%

6. 62
6. 61

5. 79 b. 41
1637 1557

7.94 8.4 i
6.98 7. 69
6.34 6.94

183 130

6.08

5. 98
5.76
1106

6.41
b. 21
6.07
969

7.0).
6. 8.1
6.62
132i

8.65
8.04
6.60

58

\

5.4 6.4 'L 4

5.09 6.22 .6. 62, 6.75 7.08
5.96 6. 09 26.61 6. 50 7.05

\,. 77 5.94 6.36 6.23 6.79
2509 2497 2521 2413 2195

6.50 6. 72 7.15 7.47
6. 20 6. 61 6. 90 7.07
6.02 6.45 6.9 7 6.20

1064 1010 910 703 364

6.61 6.78 7.09 7.57 8.55
6. 29 6. 38 6. 76 7. 07 8. 25
6.19 6. 19 6. 51 6.33 5.73
826 649 397 120 54

7. 55 7. 68 -
7. o 7 7.06
b. 93 5. 59

786 58 14

- - -
- -

- - - -
2

s.


